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**TECHNICAL**

- Lifting Capacity: 9,000 LBS
- Max Lifting Height: 47 ¼”
- Min Height: 4 ⅛”
- Lifting Time: Less than 50 SEC
- Lowering Time: 30-40 SEC
- Motor Power: 3 HP
- Motor Voltage: Optional 110 V or 220V
- Rated Frequency: 60 HZ
- Phase: 1 PH
- Platform Plate Thickness of Steel: 1/4”(6MM)
- Scissor Arms Thickness of Steel: 13/16”(20MM)
- Hydraulic Oil (Recommend AW46 or AW32): 3.7 GAL (14L)

**FEATURES**

- Commercial grade extra wide extra tall 47 1/2" open center mobile mid rise automatic (electric) safety lock release
- Available in 110V Control Unit (Recommend 30A breaker) or 220V Control Unit (Recommend 20A breaker) PLC control unit or Non-PLC control Unit. The PLC control unit is equipped with an Oil-Immersed motor, Non-PLC Control unit is equipped with a regular motor.
- PLC - Programmable Logic Controller
- Including 8 lock positions,
- Dual cylinder structure with anti-surge valves
- Aluminum motor with 24V low voltage control system
- Self-lubricated bushing and bearing
- Proofed by dynamic test with 120% of rated capacity and static test with 150% rated capacity
- Powder coating finish: Granite Gray (RAL 7026) + Reinorange (RAL 2004)